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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the unboundedness of solutions of time- 
dependent quasilinear differential systems and with comparison theorems 
for such systems. In the scalar case, analogous results were obtained by 
McNabb [l] and Dunninger [2] under different hypotheses from ours. In 
Section 3, examples are given to illustrate our results. 
Let 52 be a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space En, D be its 
closure with piecewise smooth boundary asl, and H be a domain in Em 
containing ‘the origin. Also let x denote a point (x1 ,..., x,J of 8, and D, 
indicate differentiation with respect to xi , i = l,..., 11. Denote by R the 
cylinder ((3, t) ( x E J2, t > 0} and by w the cylinder ((x, t) 1 x ED, t > O}. 
Let 1 denote the differential operator 
Zu = D&z&, u) Dju] + 2&$(x, u) Diu + p(x, u)u 
and L the differential operator 
(1) 
LV = D,[AJx, t, V) DjV] + 2Bi(x, t, V) DiV + P(x, t, V)V - K(x)V, , 
(2) 
where the repeated indices are to be summed from 1 to n. The domain sa, 
of (1) is the set of all real m-vector functions u E Cl(a) n P(9) with range 
in H, and the domain z%~ of (2) is an analogous set of real m X m matrix 
functions V with range in H* whose elements belong to Cl(a) n C2(R). The 
coefficients ai , bi , and p are assumed to be real m x m matrix functions 
such that a,, E Cl@ x H), b, and p E C(a x H). Analogous conditions are 
satisfied by the coefficients A, , B, , and P in R x Hm while K is assumed 
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to be a real, continuous and positive m x m matrix function of x in D. The 
mn x rnrz matrix (A,), where the (i, j)th block is A,, is assumed to be 
symmetric and positive semidefinite in R x H”. 
In analogy with the elliptic case (cf. [3,4]), we say that a m x m matrix V 
is L-prepared if 
vTA,,Dj v = (Dj V)‘A,‘, v (i = l,..., n), (3) 
where VT denotes the transpose of V. The norm of a matrix function N at 
a point (x, t) is defined by 
1 N(x, t)l = [tr N*(x, t) N(x, t)]li2, (4) 
where N* denotes the conjugate transpose of N while that of a m-vector 
function u is taken to be 
1 u(x)1 = [u*(x) u(x)]‘/*. (5) 
2. UNBOUNDEDNILS OF 1 VI 
Since the mn x mn matrix (Au(x, t, 6)) is positive semidefinite in R x Hm, 
a continuous diagonal matrix G(x, t, I) can be constructed such that for any 
(x, t, 5) E R x H” 
(43) 
wx* 4 5) = (+y 
-(&I 
G ) (6) 
is positive semidefinite in R x Hm, where (BJ is the mn x m matrix whose 
(i, 1)th block is Bi . This can be done by using a criterion of Gantmacher 
[5, p. 3061 and an inductive argument. For w E 9, and V E ~3~ where V is 
L-prepared and nonsingular, let us define 
f(u) = I, [Pi u * a&X, U) D~u - 2U*bi(x, U) DiU - u*&x, U)U] dx, 1 (7) 
F(t, u, V) = jn{(D1uy A&, t, V) D,u - 2urBi(x, t, V) D,u 
- u*[P(x, t, V) - G(x, t, V)]u} dx, (8) 
Q(w V = lo’s, WC - (DiV) V-‘u]* A,(x, t, V)[D,U - (D,V) V-‘u] 
- 2uTB,(x, t, V)[D,u - (D<V) V-L] + uTG(x, t, V)u} dx dt. 
(9) 
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We shall use the following identity 
- u*(LV) V-k] dx dt 
7 
IS L 
Th aV = u an-u*~ V-L dx dt 
0 an 1 
u, V)] dt - Q(u, V) + j-’ 1 u*K(x) VJ-L dx dt, 
0 R 
(10) 
where au/&z = Y&X, u) D,u and aV/an = v&(x, t, V) D,V with vi 
(1 < i < II) being the components of unit outward normal vector on LX2. 
By making use of (3) and applying the divergence theorem to the domain 
R n {t ( 0 < t < T}, we can prove this identity based on delicate calculations 
that are presented for the elliptic case in [3] in full detail. 
TEEOFCEM 1. Let G sutisfy (6), and V E 9L such that 
(i) V is symmetric and its e@nvalues are nonzero as t + 03, 
(ii) V is L-prepared, 
(iii) (a/at)(ln V) commutes with In V, 
(iv) VTLV is negqtive semidefinite in R, 
(v) V is nonsingular in I?. 
(11) 
If there exists a nontrivial u E ~3~ such that sn uTlu dx > 0, u = 0 on &I, and 
I o7 [f (4 - W, u, VI dt - UJ as r-+az~, (12) 
then ( V 1 is unbounded in R. 
Proof. Since V is nonsingular in R, there exists a unique vector function 
w E f.?(R) such that u = VW or w = V-L in 8. By applying the identity (10) 
for any 7 > 0 and noting that u = 0 on X2, we obtain 
T IS [u*Zu - w’V=(LV)w] dx dt + Q(u, V) 0 n 
= J’,T 1, u*K(x) VtV-‘u dx dt - j-’ v(u) - F(t, u, V)] dt. (13) 
0 
It follows from (13) and the hypotheses that 
7 
IS u*K(x) VJ-‘u dx dt > I o’ [f(u) - F(t, u, V)] dt. (14) 0 R 
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Now from the identity V = exp(ln V), where we take the principal value 
of In V [6, pp. 65-661, it follows from (iii) of (11) that 
VtV-l = V-lV, = g(ln V). 
Hence (14) can be written as 
7 ss 0 n uTK(x) $ (In V)u dx dt > 1’ o [f(u) - F(t, u, V)J dt 
or 
~(7) - 26’) 2 j-’ [f(u) - F(t, u, V)] dt, 
0 
where z(t) = Jo z?K(x)[ln V(X, t)]u dx. Because of (12), it follows that ] z(t)] 
is unbounded in R which implies that ] In V ] is unbounded in R. It remains 
to be shown that this in turn implies that 1 V 1 is unbounded in R. 
Indeed since V is a real symmetric matrix, there exists an orthogonal 
matrix S such that FVS = J, where J is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal 
elements are the eigenvalues of V. From Coddington and Levinson [6, p. 661, 
we then have In V = S(ln J) S-l, and, hence, 
It follows that the unboundedness of I In V I in R implies the unboundedness 
of I In J ] in R. Since V has nonzero eigenvalues in i? and as t + cc, and since 
In J is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are simply the logarithm 
of the corresponding elements of J, we conclude that I J 1 is unbounded in R. 
But 
1 JI = IS-lVSI <ml VI; 
therefore, ) V I is unbounded in R. 
In the case that b( = Bt = 0 (i = l,..., n), we choose G = 0. Then we have 
the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same hypotheses on V as in Theorem 1, if there 
exists a nontrivial u E ~2~ such that Sn uTlu dx > 0, u = 0 on XI, and 
’ ss [(Dp)=(aU - A,) Dp - uT(p - P)u] dx dt 0 i-J 
tendstocoas~+~,thenIVIisu&utzdedinR. 
For m = 1, the results of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 coincide with that 
given in [l], but our conditions appear to be simpler. 
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3. COMPARISON THEOREMS 
It is interesting that if (v) of (11) is replaced by the condition that ) V 1 is 
bounded in R, then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is that V must be singular 
somewhere in R. This yields the following comparison theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let G satisfy (6), and V E CBJ such that 
(i) V is symmetric and its eigenvalues are nonzero as t -+ 00, 
(ii) V is L-prepared, 
(iii) (a/at)@ V) commutes with In V, (1% 
(iv) VTLV is negative semidefinite in R, 
(v) 1 V 1 is bounded in R. 
1f there exists a nontrivial u E Bz such that sQ uTlu dx > 0, u = 0 on aJ2, and 
(12) holds, then V must be singular at some point in R. 
Proof. If V were nonsingular in 8, then we could proceed as in the proof 
of Theorem I and arrived at the conclusion that 1 V 1 is unbounded in R, 
thus, contradicting the assumption (v) of (15). 
A variant of Theorem 2 with weaker condition on u is given below. 
THEOREM 3. Let G satisfy (6) and V E 9L satisfy (15). If there exists a 
nontrivial u E cl@) such that u = 0 on aQ and 
s ‘F(t) u, V) dt -+ -co as 74c0, (16) 0 
then V is singular at some point in R. 
The proof follows the same line as that of Theorem 2, provided in the 
application of (10) the operator I is taken to be identically zero. 
In the scalar case, both Theorems 2 and 3 give corresponding results 
obtained in [2J but under slightly different conditions. 
We now give examples to illustrate our results. First, consider the 
differential operator 
L,V= v,,+ v- v, (m 2 1, n = 1) 
on the semiintinite strip {(LX, 1) IO < x < 77/(2a), t > 0}, where 0 < a < 
w - 6)/($ + 6)JV*. By taking G = 0, the functional (8) becomes 
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x cos ax 




Then clearly u E CL on [0, n/(2a)], u(O) = u(nj(2a)) = 0, and 
F(t, u, V) = m /““““’ [a*x” sin2 ax - ax sin 2ax + cos2 ax - x2 cos2 ax] dx 
0 
==E[$(l--&)+(1+-J&o 
so that condition (16) of Theorem 3 is satisfied. Hence, every V E ~9~~ satis- 
fying (15) must be singular at some point in {(x, t) IO < x < rr/(2a), t >, O}. 
In this connection, the necessity of condition (3) for the preparedness of a 
symmetric matrix is shown by the matrix 
It is easily seen that WE ~3‘~ satisfies (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) of (15), but 
WW, # W%W, and det W = -1 for all (x, t) such that 0 < x < r/(2a), 
t > 0. 
On the other hand, consider 
L,V= v,,- v- v, (m 9 1, fr = 1) 
on {(x, t) I 0 < x < b, t > O}. Here 
qt, *, V) = f” (I *a I2 + I 24 I”) dx > 0 
0 
for every nontrivial vector function u E Cl[O, b] vanishing at x = 0 and 
x = b. Hence, (16) can never be satisfied. In this case, examples of matrices V, 
and V, in gLS satisfying (15) for which det VI # 0 for all (x, t) and det V, = 0 
at some point (x, t) on ((x, t) ) 0 < x < b, t > 0} are given by 
and 
respectively, where we take m = 2. 
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It is easy to extend the comparison theorem to the case when u and V 
satisfy boundary conditions of the following type 
au 
z + 4x)u = 0 on r,, 
U=O on r,(r, u r, = a-Q), (17) 
$ + fl(x, t)V = 0 on r, x it I t > o>, (18) 
where 01 and j3 are real continuous m x m matrix functions. The modified 
theorem whose proof makes use of (10) is as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let G satisfy (6) and let V E 9. satisfy (15) and (18). If there 
exists a nontrivial u E gl such that SD uTlu dx > 0, u satisfies (17), and 
Jo7 s,uT(a - B)u ds dt + f [f(u) - F(t, u, V)] dt I 0 
tends to CO as T + 03, then V must be singular at some point in R. 
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